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Chapter 9: Cultural and
Historic Resources
In built environments such as South San Francisco, cultural resources often take
the form of buildings, structures, and locations with historic or cultural value.

Landform features such as prehistoric archeological sites and Native American
artifacts can also be present in these environments.

Key Findings
The following are considerations with regard to cultural resources for the South San Francisco General Plan
Update:
•

South San Francisco’s known archaeological resources are located within areas undergoing development:
Terrabay and the El Camino.

•

The Downtown sub-area (along Grand Avenue from Airport Boulevard to Maple Street, just below City
Hall) is composed of late 19th and early-mid 20th century one-, two-, and three-story commercial
buildings, with a pattern of large or architecturally prominent buildings at street corners. Several
structures have residential apartments above the street level.

•

The Historic Preservation Grant program was created to encourage property owners in South San
Francisco to designate their buildings as historic resources and to assist owners of historic resources to
enhance and preserve those structures. This program is in its third year.

Existing Setting
The South San Francisco 1999 General Plan addressed cultural resources primarily in Chapter 7, Open Space and
Conservation Element (7.4), with policies and programs designed to preserve and protect these important
features of the community. The City of South San Francisco strives to preserve the unique historic character of
the city through the Planning Commission, as the Historic Preservation Commission referred to in the 1999
General Plan was discontinued on May 11, 2011 (Ordinance 1440-2011). In order to inform and support the South
San Francisco General Plan Update process, this Existing Conditions Report describes the existing conditions
related to location and quality of existing cultural resources as well as the overall cultural resources environment
in the City of South San Francisco.
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Cultural Resources Categories

Cultural resources are buildings, objects, features, structures, or locations with historic or cultural value. Cultural
resources typically include buildings or structures that are associated with an event or person that has
contributed to the shaping or development of the city, or archaeological sites and objects such as Native
American artifacts discovered at a particular location or area of the city. Specifically, cultural resources can be
categorized in one of the following groups:
•

•

•
•

Historic Architectural Resources: Historic resources are associated with the recent past. In California,
historic resources are typically associated with the Spanish, Mexican, and American periods in the
State’s history and are generally less than 200 years old.
Archaeological Resources: Archaeology is the study of artifacts and material culture with the aim of
understanding human activities and cultures in the past. Archaeological resources may be associated
with prehistoric indigenous cultures as well as historic periods.
Tribal Cultural Resources: Tribal cultural resources include sites, features, places, or objects that are of
cultural value to one or more California Native American Tribes.
Burial Sites and Cemeteries: Burial sites and cemeteries are formal or informal locations where human
remains have been interred.

Overall Cultural Setting
Prehistoric and Ethnographic Background

The eastern slopes of the San Bruno Mountain formed an attractive setting for prehistoric Ohlone cultural
activity and settlement. The San Francisco Bay and extensive marshlands would have provided Native American
populations with an abundance of important dietary resources, as would the upland terrain fronting the Bay.
Potable water was available from creeks and perennial streams. Numerous Bayside prehistoric archeological
sites have been recorded throughout the peninsula. Some are extensive shell mounds yielding artifacts and
exhibiting cultural features indicating long-term permanent village habitation, while other display temporary
and seasonal encampments.
In 500 anno domini (AD), native peoples occupying the San Francisco Peninsula at the time of European contact,
were known as Costanoan, a term derived from the Spanish term, “Costoanos,” meaning coast people. Native
Americans currently living in the Bay Area, prefer the term “Ohlone,” or abalone people. These native people
subsisted on hunting, fishing, and gathering mussels and other shellfish, and native plants. Their predecessors
are believed to have moved to the region from the San Joaquin-Sacramento River Delta area
Based on Spanish mission records from 1770 and archeological information, it is estimated that the Ohlone had
a population of 1,770 within the Ramaytush ethno-linguistic unit. At that time, the tribelets were believed to be
autonomous groups with 50-500 individuals, and averaging 200 individuals. Their territories were defined by
natural features, such as creeks, and commonly included one or more permanent village surrounded by
temporary camps. The camps were positioned to exploit seasonally-available subsistence resources. With the
entry of the Spanish into the area, the traditional way of the Ohlone rapidly deteriorated, as their numbers were
decimated by newly introduced diseases, a declining birthrate, and secularization. The Ohlone transformed into
agricultural laborers, living at the missions along with neighboring groups including Yokuts, Miwok, and Patwin.
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Spanish Mission Period
Father Junípero Serra was sent to Alta California to create a chain of Missions and Mission outposts to bring
Christianity to the indigenous population and create a foundation for Spanish colonization of the region.
Located between the previously established presidios in Monterey and San Diego, Serra had military assistance
in his quest and the coastal region of California came under early control. The arrival of the Portolá Expedition in
1769 marked the first efforts at extending Spanish control into Alta California through the establishment of
Catholic missions. This move by the Spanish King Carlos III, was intended to protect Pacific Coast shipping
against Russian or English occupation of the area. Beginning in San Diego, the padres surveyed the lands as far
north as Sonoma and secured them for the Spanish Crown. Mission sites were selected on the way north by
Fathers Crespi and Gomez (Hallan-Gibson 1986).

The Mexican Period (1821–1848)
After years of internal fighting, Mexico achieved its independence from Spain in 1821 and Alta California became
the northern frontier of the State of Mexico. The Mission padres were forced to swear allegiance to Mexico in
1822. Secularization of the missions took place over the next decade and the former mission lands were
transferred to Mexican elites that had laid claim to them. Administration of the California ranchos shifted to
Mexican hands about 1824, but effective control did not occur until the early1830s. Once the ranchos were
secularized, the Mexican administrators began granting vast tracts of the original Mission properties to members
of prominent families whom had helped cut ties from the Spanish system.

Regional and Local Historic Background
The Mexican government gave large land grants to its supporters. In 1835, Don José Antonio Sanchez a noted
soldier and Indian fighter, was granted 14,639 acres of land, known as Rancho Buri Buri, extending from the
north line of South San Francisco and middle of Burlingame; and from the San Francisco Bay to the Peninsula
ridge. With Sanchez’ death in 1853, the Rancho was divided amongst his ten children.
In 1847 California became a United States Territory, with its surrender from Mexico to John Fremont, and the
following year under the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, became a part of the United States. The Qwin Act of 1951
established a commission to settle ownership over the validity of Mexican land grants. The Sanchez family
ownership of the Buri Buri Rancho was upheld in 1852. Immediately, the following year, Isidro Sanchez sold 1,700
acres (now the City of South San Francisco and San Bruno,) to Charles Lux and his business partner Alfred
Edmunson. 1
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Old Mission Road with view toward El Camino Real, C.1890.

Cattle Operations 1850–1900
Lux used the land to graze cattle before herds were driven to San Francisco via El Camino Real. It was on this
property that Lux built his family a beautiful country home and named the area Baden. It consisted of six streets
between El Camino Real and the later Southern Pacific Peninsula Railroad line. It grew to a settlement of six
houses, a stagecoach stop (12-mile House, which was granted the first building permit in the County,) and
several dairies. In 1863, the San Francisco and San Jose Railroad laid tracks through the property. In exchange for
the right-of–way, Lux secured a flag stop, Baden. In 1881, the Southern Pacific Railroad established a passenger
depot at that location.
In 1858 Lux partnered with Henry Miller, another successful immigrant butcher, to buy land and sell beef during
the California Gold Rush. The two became wealthy land barons and later organized the Pacific Live Stock
Company. The firm became the largest cattle-raising operation in the State.
A one-room school was opened in 1885 to serve the community, and added a wooden sidewalk at its front.
In 1890, after Lux’s death, his heirs sold the land to Peter Iler of Omaha, who was representing meat packer
Gustavus F. (GF) Swift.
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Swift selected a site in South San Francisco to establish a West Coast stockyard and market place, similar to his
operations in South Omaha and South Chicago. Needing money, Swift aligned with several Chicago capitalists
and formed two joint stock corporations: South San Francisco Land and Improvement Company, and the
Western Meat Company, which sought to establish meat packing plants, stockyards, and a company town. The
development company supplied the town with electricity, water and sewage connections to the lots they sold.
Hotels sprung up for the meat packing workers. This area became commonly referred to as Irish Town, after the
many Irish workers that came from Chicago. The driving force behind the Land and Improvement Company was
William J. Martin whose efforts to attract industries and workers to South San Francisco led to the city’s growth
and its incorporation on September 19, 1908.

Western Meat Company Stockyards, 1915.

Development Within the City
Following incorporation as a Town, the City of South San Francisco began to develop initially around Grand and
Linden Avenues, then north to San Bruno Mountain, and down the hill to the marshes south of Railroad Avenue.
Meat packing, marble brick, and paint production plants were constructed east of the newly built train yards on
Point San Bruno. West of the Chestnut Avenue city limits, vegetable, flower, and duck farms spread in the old
village of Baden. Dairy cattle and horses roamed the hills west of the El Camino Real stagecoach road. Major
industrial facilities included the Steiger Terracotta Pottery Works, and the Baden Brick Factory (1894), Hopper
and Company Lumber (1896), the Molath Brick Company (1898), the South San Francisco Lumber Company
(1898), and the W.P. Fuller Paint Company (1898). In 1898, the City of South San Francisco offered a deep water
port, initially enabling the Fuller Paint Company to ship its products worldwide. In recognition of the industries
that were established in the City, the J. Dunn Real Estate Company installed a sign on “Sign Hill.” That sign
continued to grow through 1893, and ultimately became a landmark of the city in the 1920s.
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Steiger Terracotta Pottery Works, early ca. 1910. The company manufactured molded architectural sidings that gave the
appearance of carved stonework. These sidings were used in many buildings in San Francisco’s financial district.

Germania Hall building, 1889. The bottom floor housed small shops, and the top floor was the site of community events,
including concerts and presentations by civic groups.

In 1898, the Merriam Block, a major commercial building, was constructed on the northwest corner of San Bruno
Avenue (now Airport Boulevard) and Grand Avenue; and the City of South San Francisco was named. The
momentum of city development, and provisions of services continued through the 1890s. The South San
Francisco News started publishing in 1892 and the first peace officers were listed on the payroll. The Enterprise
Journal was also being published by 1895, and the first house of worship, First Grace Episcopal opened its doors
in 1896. By 1900, 16 saloons were in operation. By 1904, the South San Francisco Railroad and Power began
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streetcar service for transporting workers along Grand Avenue. The following year streetlights were installed
along the same path by the Power and Light Company.

The Old Saloon and Hotel, located at the corner of Grand Avenue and Airport Boulevard, 1910. It featured rooms for rent, a bar
and a pool hall.

Other industries quickly established at the turn-of-the-century including Pacific Jupiter Steel Works (1906),
Pacific Coast Steel (now, Bethleham Steel) (1908), Doak Sheet Metal Company (1909), followed by several
additional steel manufacturers through World War I.
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Bethlehem Steel Company, exterior view. The company was located at 430 Industrial Way from 1914–1981.

By 1906, a bank, a Board of Trade, a post office, a bakery (William and Poe), and numerous stores, served the
population of South San Francisco. As the population grew, a city block was purchased for construction of City
Hall in 1913. A design competition was held for City Hall. The winning design by Werner and Coffey was a replica
of Independence Hall. In 1910, the city streets were paved.
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The corner of Grand Avenue and Linden Streets, ca. 1910.

South San Francisco City Hall, ca. 1920.

The 1920s proved to be another era of business, industrial, and civic expansion in South San Francisco. During
this decade, 36 industries were in operation. As a result of the increase in population to this area, which brought
families with children, a new school system was developed. The Martin School and Magnolia School were built in
the mid-1920s. In 1923, the Chamber of Commerce erected a whitewashed sign above the city, celebrating its
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position as the Industrial City. Six years later, these letters were replaced by 60-foot tall concrete letters, this time
paid for by taxpayers, who voted for their erection.

Aerial view looking north over South San Francisco, ca. 1930.

In 1927, land was purchased for the McLellan Nursery, which soon became the world’s largest orchid nursery
(relocated to Watsonville in 1998). Mills Field, a base for the United States Army Aircorp, also opened at this time.
The growth in population, industries, and businesses was not even halted by the Great Depression. By 1938 the
city measured over 7 square miles and boasted a population of 6,500, 500 of which were employed in the local
industries and businesses. By 1948, the population reached 15,863 and the city had 46 industries. In an effort to
meet the housing shortage, the Federal Government, which operated the South San Francisco Housing
Authority, built Lindenville, a 770-unit development for 4,200 persons (demolished in 1958). Other development
constructed by the South San Francisco Housing Authority in 1945 included a 152-unit Palau Village, a 176-unit
Cape Esperance Village, and Industrial Village, which was designated as low-income housing; the locations for
the housing sites are unknown.
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El Rancho Drive-in Theatre, located off Hickey Boulevard, ca. 1950.

Aerial view of W. P. Fuller Paint Company, 1958.

Shipbuilding
With the presence of the deep-water port, the city proved itself as an ideal location for shipping and shipbuilding.
The first ship was built by Halcomb and Howard in 1896. During World War I, the Shaw Batcher Company built
two 8,800-ton steamers, the Isanti and Nontohala, as well as submarines, gunboats, cargo ships, and other
vessels for the war effort. Subsequently, between wars, the Shaw Batcher Company built barges, dredges, and
fabricated pipe, becoming one of the pioneers of automatic welding machinery. By late 1930s, the shipyard in
South San Francisco had four berths from which ships were launched sideways, two on each side of a large basin
at Oyster Point. Following World War II, the population boomed and a well-balanced community of industrial
and residential areas developed.
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Shaw Batcher Company shipyards located on Butler Road (later listed as 1050 Oyster Point Blvd) ca. 1918. During 1914–918 ships
were built at Oyster Point Channel for World War I. In June 1917, the plant was bought by Western Pipe and Steel Co., which took
over the site.

Shaw Batcher Company employees on pipe, 1916.
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1950s Development of Industrial Parks
The 1950s brought modern industrial parks to the east of US-101 area, such as Cabot, Cabot & Forbes. Freight
forwarding, light industries, and other airport-related businesses thrived.

Publicity photo taken during construction of the Golden Gate Produce Terminal, 1962.
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IBM Corporation located at 139 Marco Way, ca. 1968.

1970s Introduction of Biotech Industry
A new era for the City of South San Francisco began in 1976 with the founding of Genentech by venture capitalist
Robert Swanson and molecular biologist Dr. Herbert Boyer. Their objective was to explore ways of using
recombinant DNA technology to create breakthrough medicines. This earned the City of South San Francisco the
title of “Birthplace of Biotechnology,” and thus attracted other biotech and pharmaceutical businesses to the
area, bringing economic growth and stability to the community for several years. As of 2019, over 200 Biotech
companies are in operation in the City of South San Francisco.

Existing Cultural Resources

The City of South San Francisco was the only planned industrial city in the Bay Area. Due to restrictive
development patterns of the South San Francisco Land and Improvement Company, a controlled development
pattern was established. The city maintains a diverse patina of historic buildings and structures, constructed of a
variety of materials. The earliest buildings were constructed of wood or brick, were modest in size, and most
were vernacular interpretations of architectural styles popular at the time of their construction. Corrugated
metal was commonplace for industrial facilities, and stucco became the preferred exterior finish, beginning from
the 1920s through the 1940s.

National and California Register Listed Cultural Resources

Two National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)-listed properties are located within the City of South San
Francisco: the Martin Building located at 265 Grand Avenue (also known as the Metropolitan Hotel) and the
South San Francisco Hillside Sign. These two properties are also the only resources listed on the California
Register of Historic Places (CRHP). Details on both properties may be found in Table CUL-1(Appendix CUL) and
their locations are depicted in Figure 1

City of South San Francisco General Plan Update
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Figure 1: National and California Register listed properties
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Locally-Designated Historic Landmarks

The City of South San Francisco recognizes 40 designated Historic Landmarks that are considered cultural
resources under CEQA and should be noted for planning purposes. Details on local landmarks may be found in
Table CUL-2 (Appendix CUL) and their locations are depicted in Figures 2a-c. These listed properties encompass
a broad range of building types and styles, including residential homes, commercial buildings (Mexico Tipico,
Bank of South San Francisco), institutional buildings (City Hall, Grand Avenue Library), industrial facilities (South
City Lumber), and commemorative monuments and features (Donors Sidewalk of Names, Martin Memorial
Fountain).
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Figure 2a: Overview of Locally Designated Historic Landmarks
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Figure 2b: Detail of Locally Designated Historic Landmarks (West Downtown)
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Figure 2c: Detail of Locally Designated Historic Landmarks (East Downtown)
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Historic District

One historic district is situated within the City of South San Francisco, the Grand Avenue Commercial Historic
District. A historic district consists of two or more structures considered to collectively have historic merit. Details
on this historic district may be found in Table CUL-3 (Appendix CUL) and its location is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Historic District
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Potential Historic Resources

A total of four potential historic resources are situated within the City of South San Francisco. The potential
historic resources include residential properties (located along Baden, Pine and Miller Avenues) and the South
San Francisco/San Bruno Water Quality Control Plant. Details on potential historic resources may be found in
Table CUL-4 (Appendix CUL) and their locations are depicted in Figure 4.

Eligible Historic Architectural Resources

Historic era buildings and structures, typically over 50 years in age, may be considered eligible for inclusion on
the NRHP and CRHP. Those found eligible either through survey or evaluation are considered historic resources
under CEQA and should be taken into account during the planning process. Approximately 250 eligible historic
architectural resources are located within the City, the majority of which are not included within the City’s
register, but were determined eligible through environmental reviews. Details on these properties are listed in
Table CUL-5 (Appendix CUL), and include residential homes, commercial buildings, medical facilities, fraternal
organizations, civic, educational, religious, and transportation infrastructure. These buildings and structures are
distributed evenly across the city. Evaluated resources determined to be ineligible for listing have been excluded
from Table CUL-5.

Archaeological and Tribal Cultural Resources

Archaeological resources span both historic and prehistoric periods, and differ from built environment cultural
resources in that they are largely sub-surface, and are most often encountered by pedestrian survey, archaeological
testing, or during project related ground disturbance. Tribal Cultural Resources are sites, features, places, cultural
landscapes, sacred places, and objects with cultural value to a California Native American tribe. Both resource types
may be included or determined to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, CRHR, a local register of historical resources,
or be determined significant by a lead agency. A cultural landscape that meets these criteria is a Tribal Cultural
Resource to the extent that the landscape is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape.
Historical resources, unique archaeological resources, or non-unique archaeological resources may also be Tribal
Cultural Resources if they meet these criteria.
Pursuant to Public Resources Code § 21082.3(c)(2), the locations of known archaeological resources within the
City of South San Francisco must be kept confidential and cannot be disclosed to the public. A listing of known
archaeological and tribal cultural resources may be found in Tables CUL-6 and CUL-7 (Appendix CUL).
Consultation with local stakeholders, including tribal authorities, on the location, nature and mitigation required
to protect these non-renewable resources, constitutes a vital part of the planning process.

Infrastructure and Engineering Resources

Infrastructure and engineering structures, such as roads and bridges exceeding 50 years in age, may be
considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, CRHR, and/or a local register of historical resources. Thirty-six such
resources, per the Caltrans Bridge Inventory listings, exist within the City of South San Francisco and are listed in
Table CUL-8 (Appendix CUL). Of the 36 resources, 35 have been determined not to be eligible for listing on the
NRHP, and one has not had its significance determined (P-41-002439, Airport Boulevard Underpass; Local
Bridge).
The Cut Stone Bridge is a culvert portal of cut granite stones located just north of Spruce Avenue at the BART
right of way. It was originally constructed in 1863 by the San Francisco and San Jose Railroad. When BART was
constructed in the 1960s, this historic structure was removed and put back into place. The Cut Stone Bridge is
the oldest surviving historic structures in the City.
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Cemeteries

There are two recorded cemeteries containing known burial sites within the City of South San Francisco: Hoy
Sun Ning Yung Cemetery and Tung Sen Cemetery. Both cemeteries are listed in Table CUL-9 (Appendix CUL) and
locations are noted in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Potential Historic Resources
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Figure 5: Cemeteries
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